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Toolkits are designed to provide you with easy to access information on key subject areas that can strengthen your organization.

We thank the Daniels Fund for providing funding for the development of these toolkits.
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Overview:
In addition to securing funding, grant writing provides a vehicle for your organization to educate funders about key community needs. A grant application can inform funders of how your organization meets those community needs. Funders and nonprofits that deliver community programs have a symbiotic relationship; both entities can benefit from that relationship. Grantmakers receive requests that far exceed the amount of funds they have available to distribute making the grant process extremely competitive.

The United Way of Central New Mexico’s Center for Nonprofit Excellence has created toolkits to assist with grant research and grant proposal writing. It is important to read all grant guidelines carefully and follow the application instructions. Each grant application or request for proposal uses its own terminology and has its own specific requirements. Below are some common grant application components.

Grant Research
- Although not part of a grant application, grant research is a critical part of the process. Research funders to ensure that your proposal fits within the grantmaker’s priorities. See Researching Grantmakers Toolkit

Cover Letter
- Briefly identify your organization, describe the program plan (one or two sentences) and state the dollar amount of the request. Include the name and contact information of the person in your organization who will be the contact for the grant.

Needs Assessment / Problem Statement / Needs Statement
- Delineate the problem or issue within the community to be addressed, provide data to substantiate the need and a human interest story or example to make it personal. See Needs Statement Toolkit

Goals and Objectives
- Generally, one section of the application requests information about what you will accomplish and the steps to do so.
- Goals can be broad, used to define the overall purpose of the program.
- Objectives can be the measurable changes expected as a result of the program. Make the objectives specific: who will benefit from the program, how many and in what time frame.
- If there are several goals, relate objectives to the appropriate goal.

**Program Plan / Proposed Project / Project Design**
- Detailed information about your organization’s plans to address the community need, including who or what will benefit from the program, who will carry out the program and how.

**Program Budget**
- Consider all the expenses to implement the program: salaries and benefits, supplies, transportation, technology, and administrative expenses.

**Evaluation**
- Describe plans to assess the program and measure impact.
- Measurement tools may be data collection, client satisfaction surveys, or other tools. Include what is being measured and how often each tool is used.
- With ongoing measurement and periodic evaluation, adjustments and changes can be made to the program to improve the results.
- Measurement and evaluation should relate to the objectives of the program plan and funding request.

**Collaboration Information**
- Describe how your organization will work with other organizations to leverage resources.

**Other Funding / Sustainability**
- Identify other funding sources, including fee for service, and recent grants awarded, pending and declined.

**Qualifications / History / Organizational Background**
- In a brief history of the organization emphasize the accomplishments and expertise; describe your organization’s ability to do the work proposed; information requested may include: mission statement; organizational goals; EIN number; summary of key personnel qualifications

**Attachments / Appendices**
- May include: IRS letter of determination; letter from the New Mexico Attorney General; letter from Registrar of Charitable Organizations; most recent IRS 990; list of Board Members and affiliations; current Financial Statements; audited financial statements; Anti-Discrimination Policy; Letters of Support.

**Program plans are used to**
- align the work of the organization with its mission;
- develop programs in an efficient, effective manner
- map out ideas for future growth of the organization

**Plan in Advance**
The advantages of planning programs beyond grant writing:
• Not restricted by the parameters of the grant
• Take as much time as needed to develop ideas with input from key personnel
• Plan for the growth of the organization in a comprehensive way
• When it comes time to write a grant proposal, the plan just needs to be shaped and formatted to fit the guidelines and the budget updated to reflect current market values

Qualities of Good Program Plans
• Align with organization’s mission
• Innovative
• Expressed with enthusiasm
• Clearly state the plan of action, who will benefit, time frame and cost
• Budget matches plan
• Includes plan for continuing past grant period
• Description of the lasting benefits of the program
• Description of why your organization is perfectly poised to address the identified need

Program Plan Questions
In preparation for designing a program plan consider the following questions. Developing the answers will shape the program plan. Here are groups of questions to consider:

Need:
What is the issue or problem to be addressed?
(See the Needs Statement Toolkit for more information.)

Program:
What is the plan to address the problem or issue?
Who will benefit?
What activities will be implemented?
How will the plan be carried out?
Who will the program serve?
Who will do the work?
Do the staff/volunteers who will carry out the proposed work need training?

Budget:
How much will it cost to implement the program?
How much staff or volunteer time will it take?
Will additional help be required? Volunteer? Contract? New Staff?
What supplies or equipment will be needed?
Where will the project take place?
Is it necessary to rent, buy or borrow facilities?
Is travel involved? (Factor in mileage; car rental; hotel; meals.)
Is specialized training needed?
What is the cost per service or per client? (e.g., $5,320 can provide counseling services for a year for an entire family dealing with grief)

Outcome:
What is the benefit to the client?
What is the benefit to the community?
What is the benefit to the funder?
Why will the proposed project make a difference?

Goal:
What major accomplishments must be reached to attain each outcome?
Is it measurable?
Does it have quantitative and qualitative measurements built in?

Objectives:
What very specific actions need to be undertaken to fulfill the program goal?

Measurement and Evaluation:
How will progress be measured?
How many can be served in what time period?
Does the plan include both quantitative and qualitative measures?
Is it realistic—achievable?

Capacity and Capability:
Does your organization have the ability to do the program and manage the grant funds?
What makes your organization qualified to undertake this program?
Why should your organization address this issue?
Why now?
Who else is doing similar work?
Is it possible to partner with another group or organization?

Future Sustainability:
How will the program be sustained once the grant is over?

Check the Feasibility:
Does this program align with the organization's mission?
How does this program complement the organization's existing programs?
Can your organization actually carry out the proposed program?
Does the program further the mission of your organization?
Is the program tied in with your organization’s strategic plan?

Clarity
• Is the information requested in the grant guidelines easy to find in your grant proposal?
  Use the funders’ language for consistency.
• Is the information presented in the same order as requested in the guidelines?
• Reviewers read through hundreds of proposals, make yours easy to follow.
• Keep it short and to the point; cut out anything that is not relevant.

Readability
• Does your program plan flow logically from statement of problem to proposed solution?
• Does the information flow logically?
• Can anyone understand it or has it been written with technical language and acronyms?
• Has it been reviewed for spelling and grammatical errors?
• Get someone who has not worked on the proposal to read it.

Achievability
• Is the program plan realistic?
• Can it be achieved within the time frame stated and with the resources available?
• What is the back-up plan if you don’t receive funding or if you don’t receive as much as requested?

Specificity
• Be explicit about
  – Who the program will serve
  – Why this is a good approach
  – Why your organization
  – Why this is cost effective
  – How much funding you are requesting
  – What the lasting benefits will be for the clients
  – What the lasting benefits will be for the community

Considerations
• The people reviewing your proposal may not know anything about your organization, the issues, or your community.
• Funders like to see collaboration; it can be an efficient way to maximize resources. Is this feasible for what you are proposing?
• Funders like to see a diversity of resources. What other sources of income does your organization have and how are you developing them?
• Funders sometimes read through hundreds of applications. Use enthusiasm and dynamic language to stand out.
Additional Resources
Advice and Information on Grant Seeking and Proposal Writing
Overview of Non-Profit Program Planning by Carter McNamara, PhD
http://literacy.kent.edu/Oasis/grants/overviewprogplan.html

Grant-writing tools for non-profit organizations
Non-profit guides
http://www.npguides.org/
Grant writing tools, including samples

Program Planning & Development – Program Logic Model
University of Missouri Extension
http://extension.missouri.edu/staff/programdev/plm/
Explains how to use a logic model as part of program plan development.

Program Planning and Management
Free Management Library
http://www.managementhelp.org/prog_mng/prog_mng.htm
Includes several articles, including basic guidelines.

Program Planning Facts
Iowa State University, University Extension
http://www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/EDC118.pdf
Basic steps of program planning clearly laid out.
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